Radio Frequency
FAQ

What Is Radio Frequency?

Radio Frequency (RF) energy is a non- surgical tighten of loose or sagging skin.
How Does It Work?

RF delivers heat to tissues deeper than the epidermis (the outermost layer of the
skin), with the aim to boost collagen production, circulation and fat release from
those tissues. Very high frequency electrical currents (300kHz-40MHz) penetrate
the superficial layers of the skin without heating them, only heating selected
tissues, such as the dermis, the middle skin layer where collagen-producing cells
are located, and hypodermis, deepest skin layer where big collagen structures and
fat tissue are located.
Is It Painful?

Nope; in fact, many clients experience the treatment as a very pleasant massage.
You will feel a gentle vibration as the radio frequency waves penetrate fat tissue.
Is There Down Time?

No, but the skin may be visibly strained after the procedure, and the skin may be
warm and red as the result of increased blood circulation. Everything returns to
normal after one or two days.
Will I Need Multiple Sessions?

Visible results are achieved after five treatments; there should be at least a two
week pause between procedures. Sessions last between 15 and 50 minutes
depending on your individual needs.
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What Areas Can Be Treated?

Any part of the body with cellulite or that needs to be tightened and firmed.
During each session you may choose ONE of these most common areas.
Neck, Face, Back of arms, Thighs, Stomach and Buttocks.
What Is The Cost?

Single Session $85
3 for $229.50 ( save 10% )

9 for $612 ( save 20% )

6 for $433.50 ( save 15% )

12 for $765 ( save 25%)
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